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LONDON: US actress Meghan Markle will join Britain’s
royal family when she marries Prince Harry this month but
before she can become a British citizen, it will help her to
know how big the Lake District is and the age of “Big
Ben”. Markle plans to take the nationality of her new hus-
band after their wedding on May 19 but, like tens of thou-
sands of others wanting to
become British every year,
she will first have to
demonstrate knowledge of
some historical facts and
obscure trivia that many
Britons are oblivious to. All
would-be citizens must
pass the “Life in the UK”
test by successfully
answering 18 out of 24
questions selected from
some 3,000 facts, such as
knowing the height of the
London Eye Ferris wheel
and how many lawmakers sit in the Scottish Parliament.

Even many Britons find the questions baffling. In a ran-
dom survey carried out by Reuters, only 23 out of 41
Britons quizzed could correctly answer questions put to
them, and many of those admitted they were guessing. “I
did history at school but some of them are just absolutely
stupid,” said chef Tom Poston, 46, after failing a sample
test shown to him by Reuters. “I would have been kicked
out, amazing,” said Poston, who lives in London. “I think
she’s (Markle) going to have to do a lot of studying
because I’m shocked.”

Hurdles to citizenship
Britain has made the process of becoming a citizen

more difficult in recent years as it struggles to cut annual

net immigration to less than 100,000. Underlining the sen-
sitivity of that issue, Amber Rudd quit as Home Secretary
(interior minister) on Sunday over an immigration scandal.
Becoming a citizen requires a person to have lived in
Britain for three years, to have good knowledge of English,
to be of sound mind - and to pass the 50 pound ($69) test.

However, the addition-
al requirement of earning
a combined income of at
least 18,600 pounds
should not prove to be
too burdensome for a
prince of the realm and
his new wife. For many
applicants, though, the
citizenship test is a major
stumbling block. The
most recent official fig-
ures showed that 133,490
tests were taken in 2016
with 47,312 failures.

“It’s very divorced from what the normal experience is
for people,” Thom Brooks, an academic and vocal critic of
the test, told Reuters. “It’s the British citizenship test that
very few British citizens can pass.” Brooks, originally from
the United States, sat the quiz himself in 2009 before
becoming a UK citizen two years later. “The general view
is that it’s a money-making ruse by the Home Office,” said
Brooks, adding that one applicant had failed it more than
60 times. “I haven’t really found anyone who found that the
test was particularly beneficial for helping them settle in
the country.” 

Last month, a report by Britain’s House of Lords com-
mittee on citizenship agreed with Brooks and called for a
review. “The current test seems to be, and to be regard-
ed as, a barrier to acquiring citizenship rather than a

means of creating better citizens,” it said. Among the
possible questions are who opened Britain’s first Indian
restaurant (Sake Dean Mahomed), the size of the Lake
District natural park in northern England (885 sq miles
or 2,292 km), and the age of the famous “Big Ben” bell in

parliament’s clock tower (it came into operation in 1859).
Some of those quizzed by Reuters thought Markle might
fare better than they had. “I did terribly,” said retired
engineer David Armstrong, 58. “She’s a bright girl, she
might get half.”— Reuters

How old is Big Ben? The trivia Meghan
Markle must know to become British

Would-be citizens must take quiz about life in UK

News in brief

Porn star sues Trump 
NEW YORK: Porn star Stormy Daniels, who
claims she had an affair with Donald Trump in
2006, filed a lawsuit against the US president on
Monday for defamation. Daniels, whose real name
is Stephanie Clifford, lodged the complaint with
the US District Court for the Southern District of
New York. In the suit, Clifford said that Trump
made “false and defamatory” statements about her
in an Apri l  18 tweet. Trump’s tweet was in
response to the release by Clifford the previous
day of a sketch of a man whom she claimed
warned her in 2011 to “leave Trump alone.”
Clifford claimed she was threatened in a Las Vegas
parking lot after agreeing to an interview with “In
Touch” magazine about her alleged affair with
Trump. After Clifford released a drawing of the
man she said threatened her, Trump tweeted: “A
sketch years later about a nonexistent man. —AFP 

Swiss Alps storm kills 6
GENEVA: A sixth person has died after a group of
14 skiers were caught up in a storm, police said yes-
terday, after the bodies of two climbers were also
found elsewhere in the Swiss Alps. Yesterday morn-
ing, “a sixth person died. The deceased was a 52-
year-old Bulgarian woman,” police in Valais canton
said in a statement. Bad weather in the Pigne
d’Arolla area of the Swiss Alps on Sunday had
caught the group of skiers by surprise. The group
had set out from the Dix rest-stop and had intend-
ed to make it to Vignettes to sleep, trekking along
a route called The Serpentine. The manager of a
rest-stop in the remote mountain region sent out a
call for help at dawn on Monday, triggering a
major relief operation that involved seven helicop-
ters, police said. One person, a 59-year-old Italian
national who was serving as a guide for the group,
was found dead on the scene following a fall,
police said.—AFP 

Chicago man exonerated 
CHICAGO: A Chicago judge on Monday declared
innocent a man who spent 22 years in prison for
murder, and vacated his conviction, as part of an
official review of past cases possibly tainted by
police misconduct. Anthony Jakes, convicted of mur-
der when he was 15, was the latest to be exonerated
in America’s third largest city. Jakes had been sen-
tenced to prison for 40 years for a 1991 murder, but
released in 2013 after serving about half of that
term. He claimed a now-retired police detective beat
and coerced him into confessing. A judge on
Monday officially declared Jakes innocent and
cleared his name. “I wish my grandmother and my
mother were here to celebrate this with me, because
they were my biggest, biggest supporters,” Jakes
told reporters outside the courtroom.—AFP 

Alarm gun fired in Nice 
NICE: People fled bars and restaurants in Nice in
panic Monday after a man fired a noisy but harmless
alarm gun into the air in the southern French resort
town, police said. Around a dozen people were
lightly injured, some requiring hospital treatment, as
people rushed out of bars and cafes fearing an
attack, emergency services personnel said. France
has been hit by a string of terror attacks in recent
years, raising the levels of security, and concern, in
the country. Last month, an Islamist gunman who
killed four people and injured four others in a shoot-
ing spree in southwestern France. Nice suffered a
terrible attack in 2016 when a Tunisian man
ploughed a truck through a large crowd gathered
for Bastille Day fireworks in the Mediterranean city,
killing 86 people and injuring more than 400. —AFP
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Armenia protest 
leader warns of 
‘political tsunami’
YEREVAN: At least 20,000 supporters of Armenia’s
opposition leader Nikol Pashinyan rallied in the centre of
the Armenian capital yesterday as he warned lawmakers in
parliament of major unrest if they did not elect him prime
minister. Heeding the 42-year-old’s call to take to the
streets, huge crowds gathered in and around the capital’s
Republic Square, clutching tricolour flags and watching a
live video stream from the nail-biting special parliamen-
tary session on a giant screen, an AFP journalist reported. 

“There is information that (former presidents) Serzh
Sarkisian and Robert Kocharyan-the famous tandem-are
planning to take back power,” Pashinyan told lawmakers in
parliament. “I want to warn them-gentlemen, the mistaken
interpretation of people’s leniency as a weakness can lead
to a genuine political tsunami.” “I call on everyone to take
to the streets because once again they want to steal the
people’s victory,” he added.

Moscow-allied Armenia has been in the clutches of a
severe political crisis for the past few weeks, with
Sarkisian stepping down last week after a decade in power
in the face of major protests in the impoverished South
Caucasus nation. Pashinyan, who is the sole candidate for
the post of prime minister, insists that only he can rid
Armenia of corruption and poverty and conduct free and
fair parliamentary elections. He however is a handful of
votes short of a majority and lacks the crucial support of
Sarkisian’s ruling party to get elected. Speaking to his
supporters in the early hours of yesterday, Pashinyan said
that the ruling party planned to derail the vote and urged
hundreds of thousands to take to the streets.

‘Republicans cling to power’ 
A source familiar with the negotiations told AFP that

the situation was febrile, saying Pashinyan could still be
elected prime minister if several Republican lawmakers
defected and voted for him. “The Republican Party leader-
ship is clinging to power and opposes Pashinyan’s election.

The outcome of the vote now depends on how individual
Republican Party MPs will vote,” the source said.

The source earlier said Pashinyan and the Republican
Party had struck a backdoor deal several days ago, with
the ruling party agreeing to support his bid. But it appears
that the ruling party backed out at the last minute. In a
troubling sign, Sarkisian’s party has not publicly
announced its official stance prior to the vote, with a sen-
ior lawmaker only saying it will not stand in the way of
Pashinyan’s candidacy. Over the past few days Pashinyan
has secured the backing of two major parties including
Prosperous Armenia, giving him a total of 47 votes. But he
was still six votes short of the 53 he needs from the 105-
seat legislature, where the Republican Party has a majority.

‘Political death sentence’
“The Republicans won’t be able to thwart the people’s

victory,” 59-year-old financier Armen Nikagosyan told

AFP at the rally. David Babayan, a 25-year-old software
specialist, warned that the ruling party’s desire to cling to
power would backfire. “They will sign their own political
death sentence,” he said. Pashinyan’s protest movement
had accused ex-leader Sarkisian of a power grab, saying
he had failed to tackle a litany of problems like corruption,
poverty and the influence of oligarchs.

Many political observers had said in the run-up to the
vote that it was highly likely that the hugely popular
protest leader would be elected prime minister, saying
even the Republican Party appeared to understand that
Pashinyan’s victory would calm things. Observers and the
international community have expressed concern that the
turmoil could destabilize the Moscow-allied nation, which
has been locked in a territorial dispute with Azerbaijan for
decades. Russia has urged compromise while the United
States has called for “a resolution that reflects the interests
of all Armenians”.— AFP 

LONDON: Britain’s Prince Harry (right), his US fiancee Meghan Markle, and Britain’s Prince William, Duke
of Cambridge, attend a service of commemoration and thanksgiving to mark Anzac Day in Westminster
Abbey in London. —AFP 

YEREVAN: Supporters of Armenian protest leader Nikol Pashinyan attend a rally in downtown Yerevan
yesterday. —AFP 

On the backfoot, 
British PM
braces for 
election test
LONDON: With Prime Minister Theresa
May on the ropes over her Brexit strategy
and immigration policy, Britain’s main
opposition Labor Party hopes to deliver a
further blow in local elections tomorrow.
Labor is targeting traditional strongholds
for May’s Conservatives such as
Wandsworth, south London, just days after
the resignation of top ally Amber Rudd as
interior minister.

“We need a change,” Beverley
Shillingford, a 54-year-old social worker liv-
ing in a tower block in Wandsworth, told AFP
as Labor Party supporters went canvassing
door-to-door one evening in April.
Shillingford accused the borough’s
Conservative leaders of “letting this place fall
down” and fellow residents in the 16-storey
building complained about everything from a
lack of services to a mouse problem.  Defeat
in the local council polls would pile further
pressure on May, who is struggling to keep
her party united on Brexit and whose leader-
ship has been on borrowed time ever since
she lost her party’s parliamentary majority in
a general election last year.

Rudd’s departure for misleading parlia-
ment over migrant deportation targets also
deprives May of a key ally at a difficult

time. “The big attention will be on London
and the Tories are going to do badly,” said
Robert Hayward, a Conservative peer and
polling expert.  “Although essentially peo-
ple are supposed to be voting on local
issues, the reality is that turnout is often
driven by perceptions of national politics.”
Paul Scully, the Conservatives’ vice chair-
man for London said: “It’s going to be real-
ly tough. “We are trying to hold on to what
we’ve got,” he said.

‘Signal’ to government
The elections are set to highlight Britain’s

burgeoning divides between urban and rural
areas, and eurosceptic and pro-European
voters, according to analysts. John Curtice,
politics professor at Strathclyde University
and one of Britain’s top polling experts,
believes May will make gains outside the
big cities, cementing her party’s move away
from the more cosmopolitan conservatism
of predecessor David Cameron. When
results come out, expect to see Labor
leader Jeremy Corbyn celebrating in
London and the prime minister in England’s
provincial heartlands, agreed Hayward.

Nonetheless, losing Wandsworth would
be a stinging and symbolic Conservative
defeat.  The borough was former Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher’s favorite local
authority for pioneering free-market poli-
cies and has low local tax rates and a repu-
tation for sound management. Conservative
voters stayed true even when Labour
swept its three parliamentary seats in the
1990s and while similar urban areas have
shifted leftwards. Ravi Govindia, the
incumbent leader, said he is “hopeful” of
retaining control.  “There is not a single
Labor authority in London that has the

kind of low tax levels that our Wandsworth
has,” he told AFP in his office in the bor-
ough’s town hall.

His plea to voters: “Why change a win-
ning formula-why risk it?” Labor would
need to pick up 12 council seats to pull off
what their local leader Simon Hogg
describes as “a political earthquake”. “I
think it would send a signal to the national
government,” he said. Hogg believes Brexit
will prove crucial. “It has severed the tribal
connection between a lot of Conservative
voters and the Tory party,” Hogg said. “I
think you’ll find lots of Tory councilors are
going to lose jobs because of the extreme
and chaotic hard Brexit that they’re pushing
through.” The parties are courting

Europeans allowed to vote in local polls-
but not national elections, nor the EU refer-
endum-as well as disaffected Tories.
Wandsworth has 230,000 eligible voters
and typical turnout of around only a third,
leaving the 26,000 EU citizens on its rolls
ready to play a potentially pivotal role.
Despite reassurances of support for EU cit-
izens after Brexit from Wandsworth’s Tories,
few appear poised to vote Conservative.

“It would be a mismatch between what
they’re doing on the local level and the
national level,” said Costanza de Toma, 45,
an Italian voting in Wandsworth. The trend
could be replicated across London, where
EU nationals comprise around 12 percent
of the population. —AFP

SALE, England: Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa May (center) meets with pupils as
she visits Brooklands Primary School in Sale, near Manchester as part of the
Conservative Party’s local election campaign. —AFP 


